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Experts Share Their Views on the Benefits of Drinking Pure Water

Dr. Blaylock
Recommends the
Waterwise 8800

“S

imple water filters and reverse
osmosis systems may initially cost
less, but their effectiveness is
relatively poor when compared to steam
distillation. Many biological and chemical contaminants are able to get through
these inferior systems. Distillation can
eliminate your water quality concerns,
once and for all.”

“I find the Waterwise 8800 to be excellent. It is easy to use and easy to clean.
In addition, it is a very attractive, compact unit that does not take up a lot of
shelf space. Most important, it distills
faster than many brands on the market and is quiet in its operation. A real
plus is the built-in carbon filter system,
which removes volatile organic chemicals (VOCs). In the past, people had
to buy a separate carbon filter system
to produce really pure water. The
Waterwise system solves this problem.
I strongly endorse the 8800. It’s one
of the best distillers I have seen.”
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Russell L. Blaylock, M.D., is a board-certified
neurosurgeon, author, and lecturer. He recently
retired from his neurosurgical practice to devote his time to nutritional studies and research.
He has written numerous journal articles and
three books (Excitotoxins: The Taste That Kills,
Health and Nutrition Secrets That Can Save Your
Life, and Natural Strategies for the Cancer Patient), and currently publishes a monthly nutrition newsletter, The Blaylock Wellness Report.
He attended the Louisiana State University School
of Medicine in New Orleans and completed his
internship and neurosurgical residency at the
Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston.
Also, Dr. Blaylock has been appointed to serve on
the Scientific Advisory Board of the Life Extension
Foundation. He is the 2004 recipient of the Integrity
in Science Award granted by the Weston A. Price
Foundation.
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